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ALIEN AT CAMP DAVID 

Dharma, Hatonn present and asking for undivided attention. That which we have 

been awaiting the coming into your underground news, has done so--the alien at 

Camp David. 

I am going to answer several questions at once herein and all of you will want more 

details--I will NOT jeopardize the lives of ones involved by giving you minute details.  

I continually receive a barrage of mail saying, "I just don't see how YOU expect us to 

believe this 'stuff'". I don't know how to cause you to consider some of the things 

which are urgently important, but I must lay them out for your intake. I receive letters 

which ask for MORE on background and letters that say "enough already" about 

history--and yet, when new items hit you--you have no background with which to 

consider the new information. For instance, the beginnings of the Khazar tribes may 

APPEAR to have little to do with an alien being at Camp David--but unless you know 

that which has happened within the changing Khazars--you cannot make connection! 

First, I am going to tell you what IS and then I can give you that which you will hear, 

be ridiculed, denied and totally hidden by your government as long as possible. 

Months and months ago I told you that an alien (from Sector 31) made contact, set up 

a rendezvous with your government, etc. Your government broke all of the agreements 

of the meeting as prearranged, and one alien was left behind as the craft departed 

when the police, military and CIA arrived. 

The problem faced at present is the security of the original Bush being. Many of you 

inquire as to just what happens to the "original" model from which the replicas are 

developed. Well, if there is a possibility of reuse of the original and with Bush, his 

background fits within the guidelines of future government structuring--then the 

original is preserved. Further, there is deterioration with the reproductions and new 

cells are utilized whenever possible. Barbara and George are, basically, incarcerated at 

Camp David. Originally there was "semi" agreement to this arrangement with 



allowances for excursions, vacations, etc., which could be handled on week-ends, 

vacation trips, any time there were not major decisions to consider. 

With willing participants which can be utilized later--or given retirement with 

memory restrictions--the originals are left to live out their lives. With ones who are on 

the dangerous-to-the-cause list--they are simply eliminated. I have no intention of 

wasting time telling you who is and who is not. But I will take time to tell you this 

much--if ones like LaRouche would play the adversary's game and come forward now 

in support of the One World Plan, they would allow him to reside at Camp David or 

elsewhere until his duplicate would have brought his supporters into line and then, 

with mental adjustment, they would release him to work among you. He is a stubborn 

man with a mission to stop this madness and thus they keep him locked away. 

It isn't exactly like they simply go ask him--it is handled in subconscious states under 

proper medication to gain intent and they have found he will not submit to the 

tampering. Can they pull it off without his permission? Indeed, but too many would 

know that the man had either been replaced or had been physically altered. This is 

exactly that which happened with Bill Benson and many other patriots--if they do not 

come into line, they are rendered useless and unable to function. BEWARE OF 

PATRIOTS WHO SUDDENLY COME INTO LINE WITH THE NEW WORLD 

ORDER. 

Section 31, Xeno (meaning stranger or foreigner), was incarcerated, put under intense 

interrogation, medically and scientifically abused and cells of all manners taken for the 

purpose of reproduction. It is not so easy to reproduce a Section 31 alien, however, but 

they kept researching it until they have viable form presence. 

You are going to be shown pictures of a Xeno with Bush--at Camp David. They were 

taken from a great distance but identity is clearly present. The picture, however, is of 

the alien with the "original" George Bush--who is likewise incarcerated. 

The point of the mission and contact was to tell you ones that your behaviors would 

no longer be tolerated and that you would be provided help to set your planet into 

order--I think you can easily guess at the response. The "alien' spent the better part of 

a day with the original Bush at which point Bush was offered a removal to craft until 

such time as the plots would be exposed and the Elite Cartel brought into demise. I 

will not tell you how that turned out so please do not ask. I will say that because of 

hazards to the craft energy field, it remained distant and unmanifested except to 

"cloud (gaseous) shroud" resolution. This presented a serious problem for the human 

Bush is totally out of frequency necessary to assure safety in such a distance transfer. I 

simply decline to further discuss that particular matter. 



It is sufficient to say, however, that the Xeno quite quickly vanished following the 

visit. When the time is right, however, and it is determined whether or not the 

creature can be utilized in duplicated form by the adversary, you will hear a lot about 

the being of last September, threats of destruction--wild plans of the aliens, etc. They 

will not be capable of reproduction of mental state and therefore anything which 

comes forth will be lies. I ask that you ones do not effort to find out who produced the 

pictures which will be coming into your attention because an intense investigation of 

"leaks" is under way and the person(s) would be annihilated for the intent is to utilize 

this contact and duplicates to scare the living daylights out of you people. 

This is a worse shock to the beings of Sector 31 who felt that man could receive 

"reason". These Xenons were asked by Command to not approach ones in the manner 

which transpired for we have long tried this approach and it has thus far never been 

successful. We honor these ones for the effort and bear equally their pain at failure for 

it is their perception that now there are more tools to panic you people of Earth. It 

matters not except that the priory duplicated aliens are tiny and "different"—these 

Xenons are tall and will be related in use--to God's Hosts. Well, you ones of Earth are 

simply going to have to get discerning. Be gentle for there are many lives at stake in 

this scenario--like the entire Bush family! You must also know that we are in frequent 

visitation and therefore, I ask that you not demand endangering information. 

By the way, the being which was shown as being captured is NOT the same as the one 

which will be shown with Bush! The one which will be identified as the same alien 

and shown with Bush--is one most of you know already, and came forth to effort at 

"negotiations" for release of the "brother". The evil upon your place is without limits.  

John (Paul) S., I wish to acknowledge your participation and I know that it has been a 

most confusing time in your conscious experience during these past months and 

especially in recent weeks. Each of you has agreed to service in rather unusual 

manners and it is hard to live within two worlds--I can only acknowledge and hope it 

gives your conscious experience more understanding. I ask that you do not ask for 

conscious information for you are greatly troubled--remember always that it is 

through agreement that you delete the memory. I salute you. The day will come when 

all will be brought into understanding within both dimensions of experience. 

I would say right here, that Dharma left the keyboard and I have had a great difficulty 

getting her to come back and continue the writing--for it comes clear that as we bring 

these particular Truths forth--it writes assassination papers for several. Know, 

friends, that it does not come loaded with fear--only sadness for each step brings 

disappointments in our own interactions but proves more conclusively that our only 

hope is in baring Truth and shining light into the dark recesses of the evil 

underground.  



This is why such outrageous efforts have been made to take out the entire dwelling 

but that will not be possible now for we have it shielded quite credibly. I think you 

ones cannot know the sacrifices of your brothers from out here who offer and martyr 

themselves at the hands of the evil Elite to bring help unto you in your separation from 

God. The deceit is heinous and cruel and yet, left in the hands of man, our mission is 

slowed and this is the only method allowed for intervention. However, as it SEEMS 

that all REASON is gone--know that the turn-around point is near for it must become 

bad to the last level of "badness" in order to swing the pendulum in the other 

direction. It is truly the time of the unmasking of the beast and he doesn't like it and 

he depends upon us pushing your awakening too quickly so that you turn from the 

Truth, considering it to be too outrageous. May God touch within your hearts for you 

have brothers at such risk! Death of physical is easy--it is the bindings and alterations 

which are so devastating. What is done unto the visitors is beyond your imagination 

in its evilness. 

Now let me give you the 

 

PARTY LINE 

Let us just copy, chela, and I will comment within brackets ([ ]). Come, Dharma, we 

must do it and you must write for it is our work. 

QUOTE: 

President George Bush's dream of establishing a new world order came closer to reality when he 

secretly met with a space alien who promised to provide the education, technology and strategic know-

how to achieve lasting peace on Earth by 1997. That's the word coming forth and further, the 

extraterrestrial who met with the President at Camp David on April 14 is no stranger to the White 

House [I certainly guess NOT!]--because it is the same alien who was captured by and escaped from 

the CIA last fall. [NOT SO!] 

The pieces of the puzzle are finally beginning to fit goes the conclusion regarding the alien captured in 

Virginia on September 28, 1990 and escaped from a CIA compound in Washington three weeks later, 

on October 22. 

The alien clearly came to Earth on a mission, it is said, and now it seems that its mission is complete. 

Sources confirm that the creature met with President Bush for six hours at Camp David. 

And while the White House, Congress, CIA and every official in Washington will deny it, it is known 

for a fact that the focus of that meeting was the new world order that Bush has talked so much about. 



The alien apparently initiated the meeting and came prepared to offer all the technology and support 

needed to make the President's new world order a reality. [This portion is true--we regularly 

meet with the top leaders (in whatever form they are projected) and are usually 

present at all summit type meetings to outlay alternatives and consequences of 

actions. At present you are again planning a nuclear war utilizing more heinous 

weapons than ever before dreamed of, and there is naught we can do to stop it except 

awaken you the people. Worse, if we act in foolishness--you are all dead. We, too, are 

between the proverbial rock and hard place for you are in a world gone mad.] 

It is not clear what the alien is receiving in return. But it seems likely that Bush agreed to trade with 

the creature's home planet. [Can you NOW SEE THE thrust? Indeed--trade? With 

America? Trade WHAT?] 

It is also told that the alien is schooled in the Soviet Union's role in the new world order and was 

brought up to date at the meeting. 

Neither White House nor CIA spokesmen would comment on the extraordinary summit and they 

flatly denied that an alien had visited Camp David or any other government facility. 

The denials were expected and the authors countered them with statements from a dozen highly-placed 

government sources. A photograph that shows the President talking with the alien as they strolled 

down a wooded path at Camp David, the presidential hideaway in Maryland, was also presented while 

the original negatives were in safe-keeping in a place unknown by the authors--for security. 

The authors do not get into specifics because of the danger of revealing contacts but you should know 

that the picture was taken a few hours after the alien materialized at Camp David on April 14, said the 

Washington-based speaker. 

The photo itself is secondary to the meeting, of course. What is really important is the substance of the 

discussion the extraterrestrial and the President had before the alien stood up, shook hands and 

vanished some six hours after it arrived. 

If sources are correct, then the future of our planet is at stake. 

Somebody ought to be telling us something, it was concluded. If there is anything accomplished by 

coming forward with the photo and these statements it will be worth the risk involved. 

I give you this information but there is little to be done with it at this time except take 

note and hold strong--for you are in the clutches of the counterfeits and THAT is that 

which matters--the unbending evil deceivers. 

 

CLOSING OF SKULL AND BONES SOCIETY 



I am deluged with inquiries about the closing of the Skull and Bones Order of Yale--for 

a year. I have been sent three documents regarding the matter and I will just give you 

who are not knowing, the highlights. It all had to do with allowing entry of females 

within the Order. There are reasons why this is simply not possible but nonethe-less 

the push came to shove and now they have been forced into actions totally 

underground--sometimes you ones push on the wrong strings until you damage your 

own cause. Let us just reprint one notice from a newspaper (Associated Press) at 

random--the same thing appeared all across the media. 

YALE SOCIETY IS CLOSED: New Haven, Conn. (AP)--Skull and Bones, the all-male secret society 

at Yale whose members include President Bush, was ordered closed for a year by its alumni directors 

after rebellious students invited women to join. 

The alumni directors have been debating whether to end the private club's 159-yearold tradition as a 

bastion of male-only bonding but were having difficulty reaching a decision. 

The 15 seniors in the current class of Bonesmen, frustrated by the lack of action, notified the board of 

directors at an emergency meeting Friday night that they had invited seven women and eight men to 

join. 

In response, the board over the weekend replaced the locks on the "Tomb', the windowless, mausoleum-

like building where the society meets. 

Sidney Lovett, the society's secretary and assistant treasurer, said Monday that the alumni directors 

had no choice but to suspend operations for a year. 

Skull and Bones is not an institution that will allow its traditions to be changed "arbitrarily or in an 

unauthorized way", Lovett said. 

None of the juniors tapped by the class of 1991 will be recognized. Tuesday, April 16, 1991. 

I have a friend from L.A., JH, who has sent a compilation of information regarding the 

Skull and Bones--much of which we have already published, but he has compiled it 

into a very succinct format as to operations. I want to publish it but it is too lengthy 

to cover at this particular sitting. I believe we can get to it this afternoon. Therefore, I 

ask that we have a break, Dharma. Precious, it has been a most difficult time for you 

this morning for you have your neck over the chop block again--I shall guard thine 

neck well, chela--but I understand the burden with all the other load to be carried. I 

believe we might have a personal meeting tomorrow as an old friend will be present 

and in addition, we need to cover some business. WE simply do not have time for the 

personal interchange in these writings nor are they appropriate for publication, i.e. 

"Solutions" in question regarding another publication, etc. but we can cover them 

rapidly in council and others can make response. Thank you. 



I move to stand-by. I wish to write again this day, please. In addition to the Skull and 

Bones, I wish to lay another nasty tid-bit before you. I think it time to understand that 

the Khazar element infects everything the Israelis do; the latest "fad for making great 

sums of money" is in the selling of eyes (human)--garnered mostly (at present) from 

the victims killed in Sri Lanka's civil war, where the troops were trained by the 

Mossad. There is a refrigerated warehouse on the Haifa, Israeli waterfront. The 

operation is through a valid company called Oculex International and there has been 

built a multi-million dollar export business concentrating on a single line of 

merchandise. It sells plucked-out eyes. So be it. Salu. 

Hatonn to stand-by, please. 

 

MATTER-ANTI-MATTER, CHAPTER 7 

NOW PAY ATTENTION TO FACTS  

AND WATCH THE KHAZARS AT WORK! 

This ran up an incredible debt--with a covert network of CIA operatives and alien 

(FOREIGN OR ???) agents from the Mossad, Israel's secret service, WHO SET UP AND 

EXECUTED THE SECRET HOSTAGE-HOLDING DEAL WITH IRAN-- SEALED BY BUSH 

AND CASEY! TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT SHAMIR! This has all been confirmed, dear 

ones, with campaign personnel who "would rather not respond"--and "will I be 

immune from prosecution"? This cute little scheme was a Mossad tactic and the 

members of the committees were really nervous at the time, wondering why known 

Mossad agents such as David Kimche, Yossi Meridor, Joseph Churba, Michael Ledeen 

and others like them were allowed to dominate the 1980 Reagan campaign. 

The reason, of course, was that Israeli agents played the crucial role in the underside 

of Republican electoral politics and this has been admitted by some senior Israeli 

intelligence officials; the whole thing is really funny. Retired Israeli intelligence official, Ari 

Ben-Menashi, in the April 16th program, made an appearance. According to him, 

Israeli agents offered what amounted to "election insurance" to the Republicans: a fix. 

The hapless hostages were reduced to the role of pawns in what became a secret 

swap: ballots for the Reagan-Bush ticket against bullets for Iran, sold by Israel. Is 

anybody getting the picture of what is coming about here?  

Let’s go one better because THERE IS A PUNCHLINE. According to the intelligence 

analysts and policy scholars interviewed, Israel collected a colossal reward for its 

clandestine service to the Republican campaign. With U.S. political support and 

billions in hidden financial aid, the Mossad became a secret agency with a world-wide 

reach. "By the early 1980's, the Mossad was powerful enough to stage large covert 



action programs across Africa and Latin America, in a number of key Asian target 

areas such as China, and even in Europe", says Theodore Markovic, who is writing a 

book on Middle Eastern Politics at Princeton University (a totally Khazar-run 

University) which should bring a bit more confusion to the "why"? 

Protected by the "fixed" media practices of the major news organizations to soft-pedal 

stories affecting the ministate's interests, and by the growing clout of its lobby on 

Capitol Hill, the Mossad “got away with murder--and literally I mean MURDER by 

the thousands and thousands during the Reagan-Bush era”, Dr. Markovic confirmed. 

Let us give a close Reagan campaign worker some much deserved praise and credit--

one who had enough and sees the handwriting as it is now on the wall for the 

destruction of your nation--Barbara Honegger. She has written a book called October 

Surprise and it came as quite a surprise--at which time the Establishment media went 

"all out" in tremendous opposition to the material. Fortunately, as the Establishment 

shut it down, it was taken up by Liberty Library and can be obtained therefrom if 

anyone wants the information. God has great mercy on ye who open thine eyes and 

speak out! 

But why would the Mossad come clean? Because dear ones, even though the things 

went about as far as they could go for Israel during the Iraq War--there was flack from 

the opposition "Would be Kings of the World" and YOU keep insisting on some kind 

of a peace parley-vous with Palestine, and Israel plans to bring you into line, one way 

or another. If Bush is ousted now through scandal--the Khazar Zionists can take over 

immediately! Frankly, in the long-run about the only thing that will save Bush and the 

dynasty set up by his "bunch" is to come clean and tell the world his story. We have 

urged him to do this because in his original form at Camp David, he still has the power 

to make the play--he will most surely SOON lose the advantage. If the man came 

forward and simply spoke truth about just the things I have given you--America is so 

forgiving that you would save his neck and march to the saving of your Constitution--

it appears evil shall, however, prevail. 

If he would come forward in conjunction with holding MY hand, for instance, I think 

the adversary would back-paddle quite quickly. Bargain with God? NO, WITH YOU-

THE-PEOPLE! SO MUCH FOR DREAMS--FIRST YOUR WORLD HAS TO SEE 

THE PROBLEM AND STOP LAUGHING AT THE ANTICS LIKE IT IS A COMEDY 

SIMPLY FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT. SO BE IT. 

 

BACK TO SKULL AND BONES, FOR I PROMISED  

MORE ON AMERICA'S SECRET ESTABLISHMENT 



It does get hard to tell who is doing what to whom but the more information you have 

the more you can discern the players and who WANTS WHAT! Dear ones, the 

WORLD IS THE PLUM and you must know that different factions of the adversary's 

troops want to eat the plum, not just pick it for another to have. So, again, while the 

point is in the press, let us again look at a compilation of information. In order to 

adequately give comparison to the plight you are in today and that which came upon 

your world prior to now, you must realize the similarity of the "Order" which is set up 

to control you by its various facets. You will recognize most of the writings for much 

of the following is taken directly from our work--however, a lot is not and the authors 

have left silent the bit of "who" we are. I further, suggest that most of you take the 

example. Information given and confirmed is far more acceptable if you don't go tell 

the world that a "space-cadet" gave you the secret information through earphones, or 

whatever--THE TRUTH WILL STAND AND THE REST WILL FOLLOW! I am 

requesting that the document simply be reprinted (copied) and forwarded for this 

was the petition--to get the information to as many people as possible--not hang onto 

ego trips! I shall give information as forwarded to me for approval and distribution. 

Let me just first copy the cover-letter from JH, L.A., who also had attached copies of 

the press release regarding the Skull and Bones: 

April 24, 1991: Dear George: You would think that the enclosed article on Skull & Bones would 

generate a follow up story. The editor of the Blade (where this particular article was published) is not 

interested: "there is really no interest. we don't have the time". Shame, shame. 'It ain't 

over 'till it's over.' 

Please share with Commander Hatonn, Sananda. May the source for media news exposure be found. I 

pray that this be our opportunity to bring forth the truth. Amen. 

I have enclosed a copy that I am distributing. May this be of use to you……Blessings to ALL! 

[Please assume "quoting" for it is too time and space-consuming to mark every 

sentence and paragraph as such.] 

 

MODUS OPERANDI OF THE ORDER 

I shall quote a portion from a book: AMERICA'S SECRET ESTABLISHMENT, An 

Introduction to the Order of Skull & Bones. 

The activities of the Order are directed towards changing our society, changing the 

world to bring about a New World Order. This will be a planned order with heavily 

restricted individual freedom, without Constitutional protection, without 

national boundaries or cultural distinction. 



We deduce this objective by examining and then summing up the actions of 

individual members; there has been a consistent pattern of activity over one hundred 

years. Part of this activity has been in cooperation with the Group, with its parallel 

and recorded objectives. 

Now IF, for example, we found that the dominant interest of members was raising 

ducks, that they wrote articles about ducks, bred ducks, sold ducks, formed 

duckstudying councils, developed a philosophy of ducks, then it would be reasonable 

to conclude that they had an objective concerning ducks, that this is not mere random 

activity. 

Historically, operations of The Order have concentrated on society, how to change 

society in a specific manner towards a specific goal: a New World Order. If we know 

the elements in society that will have to be changed in order to bring about this New 

World Order, we can then examine the Order's actions in this context. 

More or less these elements would have to be: 

EDUCATION - how the population will behave, 

MONEY - the means of holding wealth and exchanging goods, 

LAW - the authority to enforce the will of the state, a world law and a world    court is 

needed for a world state, 

POLITICS - the direction of the state, 

ECONOMY - the creation of wealth, 

HISTORY - what people believe happened in the past, 

PSYCHOLOGY - the means of controlling how people think, 

PHILANTHROPY - so that people think well of the controllers, 

MEDICINE - the power over health, life, and death, 

RELIGION- people's spiritual beliefs, the spur to action for many, 

MEDIA - what people know and learn about current events, 

CONTINUITY - the power to appoint who follows in your footsteps. 

--- Daniel Coit Gilman, President of Johns Hopkins University, imported Wundt 

psychological methods from Germany, then welded education and psychology in the 

U.S., established laboratories, brought these educational laboratories into major 

Universities and generated hundreds of PhD's to teach the new educational 



conditioning system. One of the first of these Johns Hopkins doctorates was John 

Dewey. The result we well know. The educational morass of the '80's where most 

kids--not all--can't spell, read or write, yet can be programmed into mass behavior 

channels. 

The Order's next move was to control the Foundations. They got all the big ones--

Carnegie, Ford, Peabody, Slater, Russell Sage and so on. That's the topic of another 

volume. As in education, the modus operandi of The Order was to get in FIRST and 

set the stage for the future. The initial objective was to establish a direction in an 

organization. Selection of managers, intuitive or amoral enough to catch on to the 

direction, kept the momentum going. In the case of Foundations, The Order has 

usually maintained a continuing presence over decades. 

When it comes to activities by individual members, at first sight the pattern is 

confusing and superficially inconsistent. Let's give some examples: 

*Andrew Carnegie profited from war through his vast steel holdings, but under the 

guidance of member Daniel Coit Gilman, Carnegie was also an enthusiastic president 

and financial backer of the American Peace Society. This is seemingly inconsistent. 

Could Carnegie be for war and peace at the same time? 

*The League to Enforce the Peace, founded by members William H. Taft and 

Theodore Marburg, was promoting peace, yet active in urging U.S. participation in 

World War One. How could the League be for war and peace at the same time? 

*In the 1920's W. Averell Harriman was a prime supporter of the Soviets with 

finance and diplomatic assistance, at a time when such aid was against State 

Department regulations. Harriman participated in RUSKOMBANK, the first Soviet 

commercial bank. Vice-President Max May of Guaranty Trust, dominated by the 

Harriman-Morgan interest, became the FIRST Vice-President of RUSKOMBANK in 

charge of its foreign operations. In brief, an American banker under guidance of a 

member of The Order had a key post in a Soviet bank! But we also find that Averell 

Harriman, his brother Roland Harriman, and members E.S. James and Knight 

Woolley, through the Union Bank (in which they held a major interest) were prime 

financial backers of HITLER. 

*Now our textbooks tell us the Nazis and Soviets were bitter enemies and their 

systems are opposites. How could a rational man support Soviets AND Nazis at the 

same time? Is Harriman irrational or is the inconsistency explainable? 

* The Bundy family gives us another example of seeming inconsistency. William 

Bundy was with the Central Intelligence Agency for a decade. McGeorge Bundy 

was National Security Assistant to Presidents Kennedy AND Johnson. So the 

Bundys presumably support U.S. European policy which is pro-NATO. Yet the 



Bundys have been linked to activities and organizations which are anti-NATO and, 

indeed, pro-MARXIST--for example, the Institute for Policy Studies. Are the 

Bundys inconsistent? 

* Among individual members of The Order we find a wide variety of publicly 

proclaimed beliefs, ideologies and politics. William Buckley periodically chews out 

the Soviets. On the other hand, member John Burtt has been a member of a dozen 

communist front groups. Member William S. Coffin, Jr. spent three years with the 

CIA and then became a leader of anti-Vietnam War activity through the National 

Conference for a New Politics, and Clergy and Laymen Concerned about 

Vietnam. In fact, Coffin was one of the Boston Five charged and indicted for 

conspiracy to violate Federal laws. And, of course, W. Averell Harriman is elder 

statesman of the Democratic Party. 

Quite a mixture of beliefs and activities. Do they reflect inconsistent philosophies? 

How can The Order have a consistent objective with this potpourri of individual 

actions? 

The answer is, they are not at all inconsistent: Because the objective of The Order is 

above and beyond these actions and in fact needs these seeming contradictions. 

 

THE STATE IS ABSOLUTE 

How can there exist a common objective when members are apparently' acting in 

opposition to one another? 

Probably the most difficult task in this work will be to get across to the reader what is 

really an elementary observation: That the OBJECTIVE of The Order is neither "left" 

nor "right". "Left" and "Right" are artificial devices to bring about change, and the 

extremes of political left and political right are vital elements in the process of 

controlled change. 

The answer to this seeming political puzzle lies in Hegelianism. That brings screams 

of intellectual anguish from Marxists and Nazis, but is well known to any student of 

political systems. 

The dialectical process did NOT ORIGINATE WITH MARX as Marxists claim, but 

with Fichte and Hegel in the late 18th and early 19th Century Germany. (Just after 

the creation of the terms "JEW", "Zionists" and Israel (not israel). In the dialectical 

process a clash of opposites brings about a synthesis. For example, a clash of political 



right and political left brings about another political system, a synthesis of the two, 

neither left nor right. This conflict of opposites is essential to bring about change. 

Today this process can be identified in the literature of the Trilateral Commission 

where "change" is promoted and "conflict management" is termed the means to bring 

about this change. 

In the Hegelian system conflict is essential. Furthermore, for Hegel and systems 

based on Hegel, the STATE IS ABSOLUTE. The State requires complete obedience 

from the individual citizen. An individual does not exist for himself in these so 

called organic systems but only to perform a role in the operation of the State. 

There was no freedom in Hitler's Germany, there was not freedom for the 

individual under Marxism, neither will there be in the NEW WORLD ORDER. 

And if it sounds like George Orwell's 1984--IT IS. 

In brief, the State is supreme and conflict is used to bring about the ideal society. 

Individuals find freedom in obedience to the rulers. 

So who or what is the State? OBVIOUSLY IT'S A SELF APPOINTED ELITE. It is 

interesting that Fichte, who developed these ideas before Hegel, was a 

Freemason, almost certainly Illuminati, and certainly was promoted by the 

Illuminati. For example, Johann Wolfgang Goethe pushed Fichte for an 

appointment at Jena University. 

Furthermore, the Illuminati principle that the "end justifies the means", a principle 

that Quigley scores as immoral and used by both The Group and The Order, is rooted 

in verse in Memorandum Three observed this principle at work on the YALE 

CAMPUS. 

This, then, is a vital part of our explanation of The Order. When its cofounder, 

William Russell, was in Germany in 1831-2, there was no way he could have avoided 

Hegelian theory and discussion. It was the talk of the campus. It swept intellectual 

Germany like a Pac Man craze. Most Americans haven't heard of it. And those 

who have don't want to hear any more about it. Why? Because its assumptions 

are completely at variance with our sense of individual freedom and 

Constitutional guarantees. Most of us believe THE STATE exists to serve the 

individual, not vice versa. 

The Order believes the opposite to most of us. This is crucial to understanding what 

they are about. So any discussion between left and right, while essential to promote 

change, is never allowed to develop into a discussion along the lines of Jeffersonian 

"Republic" "democracy" i.e., the best government is the least government. The 

discussion and the funding is always towards more STATE power, use of state 

power and away from individual rights. So it does not matter from the viewpoint of 



The Order whether it is termed left, right, Democratic, Republican, secular or 

religious--so long as the discussion is kept within the framework of the STATE and 

the POWER OF THE STATE. 

This is the common feature between the seemingly dissimilar positions taken by members--they have a 

higher common objective in which clash of ideas is essential. So long as rights of the individual are not 

introduced into the discussion the clash of ideas generates the conflict necessary for change. 

As the objective is global control, emphasis is placed on global thinking, i.e. 

internationalism. This is done through world organizations and world law. The 

great contribution of the Tafts to The Order was on the world court system and world 

law--to the internationalist aspect of THE NEW WORLD ORDER. 

END QUOTE 

We have previously gone into detail as to how The Order relates to the Council on 

Foreign Relations, Trilateral Commission and similar organizations so I will spare 

the repetition at this time. However--you do remember of course--GEORGE BUSH IS 

A MEMBER OF EVERYTHING AND SO ARE HIS CHIEF ADVISORS. SO BE IT--

HOLD IT IN YOUR HEARTS. 

END (1) 

There are now clues and proof that your own President Bush is linked to ones who 

practice SATANIC actions and games. If you wish further reference, see AMERICA'S 

SECRET ESTABLISHMENT (Liberty House Press). Further, there is a definite link 

between Skull and Bones and Naziism. We will outline some sources of more 

information and I urge you to get informed and bring it to the attention of your 

brothers. Help the ones who dare to face the scorpions for 'tis the masses of mankind 

which must come into knowledge. 

There is a flurry of articles on Skull and Bones in establishment media. Ones of 

stature and acceptance are beginning to investigate. 

Louisville Courier-Journal (Magazine section Sunday, October 8, 1989) "The Bonesmen's 

Bond" with subtitle "Presidents, Poets, Pundits and Pinkos have sworn allegiance 

to Skull and Bones, Yale's rich and powerful secret society, and the most exclusive 

college club of all. So what is all that Nazi stuff doing in the clubhouse"? Written 

by Steven M.S. Aronson. 

Aronson charges that a room in the Bones Temple is "a little Nazi shrine inside, 

one room on the second floor has a bunch of swastikas, kind of an SS macho Nazi 

iconography". 



Aronson does somehow forget to mention that President Bush is (and his father was) 

IN SKULL AND BONES. 

How front page article in the October 19, 1989 issue is headed: "Bones of contention: 

skull diggery at Yale", by Howard Altman. This is an extraordinary story--the Skull 

and Bones Temple at Yale is illegally holding the SKULL OF APACHE CHIEF 

GERONIMO....STOLEN FROM THE GRAVE BY SENATOR PRESCOTT BUSH, 

THE FATHER OF PRESIDENT BUSH, AND OTHER BONESMEN. 

THE APACHES WANT THE SKULL BACK!...and under Connecticut law (Section 53-334 

of Offenses Against Public Policy and Title 45-253 of the State Probate Law) the 

holding of human remains is illegal. [I would, however, guess that if push comes to 

shove, that little skull will never again surface!] 

NEW HAVEN "LAWYERS" ARE RELUCTANT TO SUE OR PRESS FOR A CIVIL 

OR CRIMINAL COMPLAINT "because of the power of Skull and Bones". OH, I 

THOUGHT THIS IS YOUR UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WHERE TRUTH 

AND LAW ARE UPHELD AT ALL COSTS, WHERE FREEDOMS ARE RAMPANT 

AND JUSTICE BEYOND REPROACH--WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO YOUR 

AMERICA? The local prosecutor has a duty to prosecute if the evidence is credible. 

After all, you do live under the rule of law, and that INCLUDES Presidents--doesn't it? 

IF Mr. Bush is accessory to a criminal offense, apparently compounded by 

satanism, he has to be brought to the bar of justice. In this case George Herbert 

Walker Bush is apparently NOT implicated directly EXCEPT THAT HE WOULD 

HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF ILLEGAL ACTIONS--which is indeed an offense!. 

Why don't you look up a book on the history of Skull and Bones which was written in 

1933 entitled THE CONTINUATION OF THE HISTORY OF OUR ORDER FOR 

THE CENTURY CELEBRATION. This was compiled by F.O. Matthieson--and there 

are others, one of which is simply labeled SKULL AND BONES. (Dr. Antony Sutton). 

By the way, Mr. Matthieson was a prominent Marxist and a link between the old line 

communists of the 1930's and the new progressives of the 1960's. 

I believe you were told that Satanism is alive and thriving in your U.S. of A.--right at 

the top of the heap! 

Let me repeat a few of Mr. Bush's policy initiatives which would seem to speak for 

themselves and give some perspective on direction of your Administration (and 

America). 

'The Bush Administration' has: (just a few excerpts) 

1. Given America gun control by executive order (e.g. the banning of semiautomatic 

weapon imports) and helped precipitate the accelerating leftist anti--gun onslaught. 



It has increased production and sales of non-imported weapons and other weaponry--

however--he is ready now to sign into law stringent gun-control legislation (i.e., 

registration and eventually, confiscation). 

2. Betrayed the anti-communist Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters by joining the liberal 

Democrats in Congress in a final ban of arms to the Contras, as well as the disbanding 

of that resistance. Compromise and conciliation with the Sandinista communists 

is the new policy. 

3. Gutted the Star Wars program by joining the liberal Congress of funding cuts and 

has no plans for deployment of SDI (which for all practical purposes is dead!) Dear 

ones, The purpose has been served--they now have your prison surrounded by the 

beast and the banking world system of spying and control is in place. There was 

never any intention of having a defense system. Oh, why didn't someone tell you 

that? They did--over and over and over again and YOU slept on! 

4. Greatly expanded U.S. aid and trade to the People's Republic of China--even in 

the wake of the June Tiananmen Square massacre and the ongoing bloody purge and 

executions. Bush and Baker have opposed congressional sanctions against the PRC 

and are pushing for GATT membership, expanded World Bank loans, sale of commercial and 

military aircraft, and other weapons systems. etc. The Bush team resumed business as usual 

within 60 days of the massacre--actually they never ceased business as usual. 

5. Been negotiating a disarmament treaty with the Soviets which will ultimately 

reduce America's strategic forces by up to 50%--based on Soviet "promises" to do 

the same. Russia's strategic forces currently outnumber America's by 3 to 1, and the 

gap keeps growing, as you disarm, and they arm. 

6. Committed America to helping the Gorbachev reforms succeed by massive economic 

aid, loans, and high technology. This commitment in the face of the worst debt and failure 

of foreign governments in the history of mankind--a perfect plan, well-orchestrated 

and the ultimate fulfillment of the "grey men" to control the world. See SPIRAL TO 

ECONOMIC DISASTER and PRIVACY IN THE FISHBOWL. (PHOENIX 

JOURNALS) You have been most carefully "set up and now comes the big knock-

out". 

7. Sold most of America's stockpiled butter surpluses (i.e., over 75,000 tons, or 110 

million pounds to Russia). Well, who needs all that butter? Well, further, dear 

friends, what do you pay for a pound of your own butter? Ah so--Mr. Bush is giving it 

to the Russians at 73.3 cents a pound! The U.S. Government bought the butter at $1.32 

per pound and is giving Gorbachev 59 cents per pound U.S. taxpayer funded subsidy 

to "help get Russian consumers off his back". It would be paid for anyway so no big 



deal, I suppose. What of wheat and technology? WAKE UP AND SMELL THE 

COFFEE--EXCEPT THAT HE IS GIVING THAT AWAY, TOO! 

8. Moved to pump massive U.S. economic aid into Poland, IIungary and 

Czechoslovakia and, and, and . . . to prop up their failing economies, bail out the big 

U.S. Banks who are owed billions (e.g., total Polish foreign debt is already over $39 

BILLIONS), and take the Soviets off the economic hook for their support. 

9. Greatly increased high tech sales to the Soviet Union and its allies--including 

computers (PC's and large main frames); super precise machine tools, and milling 

machines with aerospace applications; optical fiber cable side scan sonars used in new 

anti-submarine systems; anti-friction bearings used in inertial navigation systems for 

missiles of many kinds; and a host of other super high tech items. [CRAY 

COMPUTER TO IRAQ! -- AFTER THE BEGINNING OF THE WAR!] 

10. BEEN SEEKING "OPEN SKIES" WITH THE SOVIETS TO ALLOW SOVIET 

SURVEILLANCE FLIGHTS ALL ACROSS AMERICA IN WHAT BUSH CALLS 

"A MUTUAL FRIENDSHIP THAT KNOWS NO SEASON OF SUSPICION, NO 

CHILL OF DISTRUST". 

11. Proposed the sharing of U.S./Soviet intelligence data--especially related to 

terrorism and "greater cooperation between the KGB and CIA"--who are already 

integrated along with the Mossad. 

12. Openly states that "it seeks the integration of the Soviet Union into the 

community of nations", into the "NEW WORLD ORDER", and calls the Soviet Union 

"America's new PARTNER in peacekeeping". I remind you that I told you long ago, 

that you have been allies with Russia for a long, long, long time. Only YOU citizens 

did not know! 

13. Has begun to give U.S. military assistance to at least three pro-Soviet Marxist 

regimes--Uganda, Tanzania, and the Seychelles. (This of course does include such 

terrorists as Syria, etc.) 

14. Yielded to Congressional pressure to cut the U.S. Trident missile submarine 

force and Stealth Bomber strategic arms treaty. The Stealth Bomber program will 

have most, if not all, of its planes cancelled. Their purpose, too, is over. 

15. A "damage control plan" to minimize the public outcry in America when the 

inevitable Gorbachev crackdown against dissent in the Soviet Republics commences 

(similar to what they did after the Red Chinese Tienanmen Square Massacre). 

16. Proposed (secretly) a mass program of discounting and discrediting Alien visitors 

and mount a tremendous fear-campaign among the people regarding alien presence. 



[The thrust presently is to cover that which will soon be made public, into some sort 

of hocus-pocus game to mislead you as to intent. This portion has now moved into full 

swing in all Elite locations.] 

17. Complete a totally new monetary system on very short notice under the guise of 

drug-war tactics. 

18. Well, this could go on for pages and pages so let me just summarize a few tidbits: 

The economic, domestic, and foreign policies of the Bush Administration are 

accelerating; America's plunge to the left becomes more visible and obvious. Courtesy 

of the Bush team, gun-control is coming; a near total elimination of citizen's 

rights to financial privacy is in the works; foreign bank accounts will be closely 

scrutinized and probably outlawed for individuals (not corporations); and hundreds of 

controls over virtually every aspect of your lives--are now being established. A 

truly SOCIALIST AMERICA will emerge under the Bush reign between now and 

the mid-90's--IF--YOU DON'T GET IT SHUT DOWN SOON! 

None of the above includes the horrendous lack of assistance to your own country in 

disasters of natural causes, etc.--the above refers only to policies already under way and 

being pushed in every way possible. The rest will come--count on it. 

END (2) 

Thank you, Dharma, and thank you, JH. I am sorry to cause you to have to retype all 

this information--but you, too, needed to squarely confront the beast--again. If any of 

you recognize any of this information--THANK YOU! 

I hope you will be stirred into at least obtaining SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET & 

CRY OF THE PHOENIX. Check with America West Publishers, P.O. Box 986, 

Tehachapi, CA 93581; 805/822-9655. 

KNOW that every passing day the noose tightens and tightens and slowly you will 

not be able to react. If you are still breathing--please consider some action. GET 

THAT CONSTITUTION INTO SECURITY FOR THAT IS THE ATTACK IN POINT 

FOR WITHOUT IT, YOU HAVE NO RECOURSE! 

Let us take rest, please. 

Hatonn to clear, thank you. Good morning. 

  

 


